ROTHE reels are injection moulded as single or sectional reels. Reels comprising sections may be delivered as ready welded or in sections, to save space. Final assembly will then be by clicking together on site.

Our polystyrene reels are available in various sizes and designs. Antistatic or conductive types are always possible on request. Standard ROTHE reels are available with flange diameters of 180 to 380 mm, traverse widths of 8 to 56 mm and in various materials.

Selection

Besides individual production we also offer a wide variety of standard reels that are permanently in stock. This means we are in a position to react flexibly and quickly to enquiries. Even for the smallest quantities.

Advice

Our many years of experience have paid off. We will work with you to find the ideal reel for your particular purpose. A team of highly qualified specialists will be at your side to advise you on any technical enquiries.

Individual production

Not an off-the-shelf product? We can offer a personalised reel design to order and will adjust both the packaging and the delivery quantity to your individual requirements.

Production / quality

All our products carry the quality seal MADE IN GERMANY and are the result of decades of experience in the manufacture of reels. Our high degree of automation enables efficient production and the resulting short reaction times.
180 mm / 7” Reel
ROTHE Design

PRODUCT INFORMATION
The 7” ROTHE design reel offers excellent stability and a large labelling area for your product name.

**TYPE**
One-piece, ready for immediate use

**TRACK WIDTHS**
8, 12, 16 mm

**MATERIALS**
- PS Grey
- PS Natural
- PS Natural Antistatic
- PS Grey Antistatic
- PS Clear
- PS Reground
- PS Reground Antistatic

180 mm / 7” Reel
EIAJ Standard

PRODUCT INFORMATION
The production of the 7” reel in accordance with the EIAJ standard means it can be used universally and internationally. Customers are also impressed by its high value for money.

**TYPE**
One-piece, ready for immediate use

**TRACK WIDTHS**
8, 12 mm

**MATERIALS**
- PS Grey
- PS Natural
- PS Natural Antistatic
- PS Grey Antistatic
- PS Clear
- PS Reground
- PS Reground Antistatic
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**330 mm / 13” Reel**

**One-piece**

**PRODUCT INFORMATION**

The one-piece ROTHE 13” reel is based on the design that has been proven for more than 30 years and guarantees you the greatest possible stability.

**TYPE**

One-piece, ready for immediate use

**TRACK WIDTHS**

8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 44, 56 mm

**MATERIALS**

- PS GREY
- PS NATURAL
- PS NATURAL ANTISTATIC
- PS REGRIND
- PS REGRIND ANTISTATIC
- PS CONDUCTIVE

---

**330 mm / 13” Reel**

**Two-piece**

**PRODUCT INFORMATION**

The two-piece ROTHE 13” reel offers you the greatest possible flexibility through the combination of flanges with different core halves, hence reducing transport costs because of the space-saving packaging.

**TYPE**

Two-piece, ready for immediate use following assembly on site

**TRACK WIDTHS**

8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 44, 56 mm

**MATERIALS**

- PS GREY
- PS NATURAL
- PS NATURAL ANTISTATIC
- PS REGRIND
- PS REGRIND ANTISTATIC
- PS CONDUCTIVE
330 mm / 13” Reel
Three-piece

**PRODUCT INFORMATION**
The combination of different core widths with identical flanges means that the three-part ROTHE 13” reel offers a high level of flexibility. The packaging in individual parts saves space and reduces transportation costs.

**TYPE**
Three-piece, ready for immediate use following assembly on site

**TRACK WIDTHS**
16, 24, 44 mm

**MATERIALS**
- PS Grey
- PS Natural
- PS Natural Antistatic
- PS Regrind
- PS Conductive

---

380 mm / 15” Reel
One-piece

**PRODUCT INFORMATION**
The ROTHE 15” reel is the ideal choice for large components or greater filling quantities.

**TYPE**
One-piece, ready for immediate use

**TRACK WIDTHS**
8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 44, 56 mm

**MATERIALS**
- PS Grey
- PS Natural
- PS Natural Antistatic
- PS Regrind
- PS Conductive

---